Korean Culture Day in July
A Night of Korean Art Songs and Stories

Title: Korean Culture Day in July
“A Night of Korean Art Songs and Stories”
Date: Friday, July 27, 2018 at 7:30pm
Place: Korean Cultural Center, Los Angeles 3rd Fl. Ari Hall
Presenters: Korean Cultural Center, LA (KCCLA) & BONA K-Classic Association (B.A.C.A)
Online Reservation: www.kccla.org
For more Info: tammy@kccla.org or 323–936–3015 Tammy Chung
The Korean Cultural Center Los Angeles (KCCLA) and BONA K-Classic Association (B.A.C.A) will present a special performance "A Night of Korean Art Songs and Stories" on Friday, July 27th, 2018 at 7:30P.M. on the 3rd floor of the Korean Cultural Center Los Angeles, Ari Hall.

Participating artists include Music Director Hea Ja Lee, Accompanists Kyungsook Lee & Joo Young Kim, Soprano Clara Lee, Kayla Kim, Tenor Wi Young Oh, Doo Suk Yang, Bariton Hong Suk Chae, the guest singer Soprano Hye Jung Kang from Korea.

The performance will feature various Korean art songs like 'Magnolia', 'Dreaming for tomorrow', 'Years, in the Glow', 'Love Song on the Mt. Surak', 'Love in My Gathered Hans', 'Dongshimcho', 'Lonely House', 'Snow', 'Longing Homeland', 'Majoong', and etc.

The second part of the concert “Talk & Sing”, which will be the highlight of the event, will be led by Soprano Kayla Kim & Tenor Doo Suk Yang. They’re both classical musicians, actively performing as soloists. Kyungsook Lee and Joo Young Kim will be the accompanists for the session.

B.K.C.A. (BONA K-Classic Association) is an organization of professional musicians in Korea and America assembled in order to share and popularize Korean art songs and classical music for people of all generations who love music in Southern California and America by holding various concerts and seminars.

Nak Jung Kim, the director of KCCLA said, “Celebrating the Korean Culture Day of July, we’ve arranged a special stage with the theme of Korean art songs, which will be performed by classical musicians based here in the U.S. and in Korea. We hope this event presents a quality time to the audience, enjoying and sharing the beauty of Korean art songs with second-generation Koreans and people with diverse ethnic backgrounds.”

The concert is free but phone or online reservation is required prior the performance.

*Every last Week of the month is <Korean Culture Day>*
The events will vary from exhibitions, workshops, movies, taekwondo performances, and many other cultural events. This year, come enjoy Korean culture at the Korean Cultural Center Los Angeles every last Wednesday of the month.
-PROGRAM NOTE-

Performance commentary: Kayla Kim
Accompanists: Kyungsook Lee & Joo Young Kim

Ten. Wi Young Oh
1. Magnolia, poem by Youngshik Cho / music by Dongjin Kim
2. Dreaming for tomorrow, poem by Sewon Jun / music by Keungsoo Lim

Sop. Clara Lee
1. Years, in the Glow, poem by Youngjoong Kim / music by Keungsoo Lim
2. Love Song on the Mt. Surak, poem by Myoungsuk Lee / music by Keungsoo Lim

Sop. Hye Jung Kang
1. Love in My Gathered Hans, poem by GahIn Lee / music by Hyeyoung Goh
2. Dongshimchho, poem by Do Sul / music by Seongtae Kim

Ten. Du Suk Yang
1. Lonely House, poem by Jeagyu Kim / music by YiJeh Park
2. Snow, poem and music by Hyogeun Kim

Bar. Mario Chae
1. Longing Homeland, poem by Eunsang Lee / music by Dongjin Kim
2. Majoong, poem by Rim Huh / music by Hakjoon Yun

“Stories of Gagok”
Talk and Sing with Tenor Du Suk Yang and Soprano Kayla Kim

Duet: Sop, Jongsook Kim & Ten. Wi Young Oh
Love Song, Poem and music by Suin Lee

Duet: Ten. David Yang & Mario Chae
The Southern Country, Poem by Donghwan Kim / music by Kyuhwan Kim

Solo: Sop. Hyejeong Kang
Azalea, poem by Sangkyu Lee / music by Aelyun Jung
In Flowery Clouds, poem by Dujin Park / music by Heunglyeol Lee

Ensemble: Hye Jung Kang, Clara Lee, Doo Suk Yang, Wiyoung Oh, Hong Suk Chae, Kayla Kim
To the Nation of Hope, Poem and music by Jaemyung Hyun

Sing together with Audiences:
The Barley Field, poem by Hwamok Park / music by Yongha Yoon

※ The program is subject to change without notice.